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Question: What is the inter-rater reliability for measurements of passive physiological or accessory movements in lower
extremity joints? Design: Systematic review of studies of inter-rater reliability. Participants: Individuals with and without lower
extremity disorders. Outcome measures: Range of motion and end-feel using methods feasible in daily practice. Results: 17
studies were included of which 5 demonstrated acceptable inter-rater reliability. Reliability of measurements of physiological
range of motion ranged from Kappa –0.02 for measuring knee extension using a goniometer to ICC 0.97 for measuring
knee flexion using vision. Measuring range of knee flexion consistently yielded acceptable reliability using either vision or
instruments. Measurements of end-feel were unreliable for all hip and knee movements. Two studies satisfied all criteria for
internal validity while reporting acceptable reliability for measuring physiological range of knee flexion and extension. Overall,
however, methodological quality of included studies was poor. Conclusion: Inter-rater reliability of measurement of passive
movements in lower extremity joints is generally low. We provide specific recommendations for the conduct and reporting of
future research. Awaiting new evidence, clinicians should be cautious when relying on results from measurements of passive
movements in joints for making decisions about patients with lower extremity disorders. [van Trijffel E, van de Pol RJ,
Oostendorp RAB, Lucas C (2010) Inter-rater reliability for measurement of passive physiological movements in lower
extremity joints is generally low: a systematic review. Journal of Physiotherapy 56: 223–235]
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Introduction
Physiotherapists commonly assess and treat patients with
lower extremity joint disorders. Despite varying levels of
evidence, a growing number of studies have shown that
manual joint mobilisations or manipulations are effective
in certain disorders such as hip and knee osteoarthritis,
patellofemoral pain syndrome, ankle inversion sprain,
plantar fasciitis, metatarsalgia, and hallux limitus/rigidus
(Brantingham et al 2009). Measurement of passive
movement is indicated in order to assess joint restrictions
and to help diagnose these disorders. Passive movement,
either physiological or accessory, can be reported as range
of motion, end-feel, or pain and is an indication of the
integrity of joint structures (Cyriax 1982, Hengeveld and
Banks 2005, Kaltenborn 2002). Passive physiological range
of motion may be measured using vision or instruments
such as goniometers or inclinometers.
An essential requirement of clinical measures is that they
are valid and reliable so that they can be used to discriminate
between individuals (Streiner and Norman 2008). Interrater reliability is a component of reproducibility along with
agreement and refers to the relative measurement error, ie,
the variation between patients as measured by different
raters in relation to the total variance of the measurements
(De Vet et al 2006, Streiner and Norman 2008). High interrater reliability for measurements of lower extremity joints
is a prerequisite for valid and uniform clinical decisions
about joint restrictions and related disorders (Bartko and
Carpenter 1976).
Several reviews have systematically summarised and
appraised the evidence with respect to the inter-rater

reliability of passive movements of human joints. Seven
systematic reviews have been published on passive spinal
and pelvic movement including segmental intervertebral
motion assessment (Haneline et al 2008, Hestbæk and
Leboeuf-Yde 2000, May et al 2006, Seffinger et al 2004,
Stochkendahl et al 2006, Van Trijffel et al 2005, Van der
Wurff et al 2000). In general, inter-rater reliability was
found to be poor and studies were of low methodological
quality. A recent systematic review showed better interrater reliability for measurements of passive physiological
range of motion in upper extremity joints using instruments
compared to measurements using vision and compared to
measurements of end-feel or accessory range of motion
(Van de Pol et al 2010). To date, no systematic appraisal of
studies on inter-rater reliability of measurement of passive
movements in lower extremity joints has been conducted.
Therefore, the research question for this systematic review
was:
What is the inter-rater reliability for measurements of
passive physiological or accessory movements in lower
extremity joints?

Method
Identification and selection of studies
MEDLINE, EMBASE, and CINAHL were searched
for studies published up to 1 March 2010. Search terms
included all lower extremity joints and all synonyms for
reliability and rater (see Appendix 1 on the eAddenda
for the detailed search strategy for MEDLINE). The
titles and abstracts were screened for eligibility by two
reviewers (EvT, RJvdP) independently. When necessary,
full text articles were retrieved. Reference lists of all
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retrieved papers were hand searched for relevant studies.
A supplemental hand search of 13 journals relevant to the
field of physiotherapy from 1 January 2005 to 1 March
2010 (see Appendix 2 on the eAddenda for journals) was
performed by one reviewer (EvT). Finally, four experts in
lower extremity musculoskeletal research were approached
to ask if they could provide any additional published studies.
Additionally retrieved papers were checked for eligibility
by a second reviewer (RJvdP).

assumed to be decisive in determining risk of bias. A study
was considered to have a low risk of bias if Criteria 5, 6, and
7 were all rated ‘yes’, a moderate risk if two of these criteria
were rated ‘yes’, and a high risk if none or only one of these
criteria were rated ‘yes’. After training, two reviewers (EvT,
RJvdP) independently assessed methodological quality of
all included studies and were not blind to journal, authors,
and results. If discrepancy between reviewers persisted, a
decisive judgement was passed by a third reviewer (CL).

Studies were included if they met all inclusion criteria (Box
1). No restrictions were imposed on language or date of
publication. Studies were excluded if they were abstracts
and documents that were anecdotal, speculative, or editorial
in nature. Studies were also excluded if they investigated:
active movement or restriction in passive movement due
to pain or ligament instability; people with neurological
conditions in which abnormal muscle tone may interfere
with joint movement; people after arthroplasty; animals or
cadavers. Study selection was performed by two reviewers
(EvT, RJvdP) independently. Disagreements on eligibility
were first resolved by discussion between the two reviewers
and decided by a third reviewer (CL) if disagreement
persisted.

Box 2. Criteria for assessing methodological quality.

Box 1. Inclusion criteria.
Design
• Repeated measures between raters
Participants
• Symptomatic and asymptomatic adults
Measurement procedure
• Performed passive (ie, manual) physiological or
accessory movements in any of the joints of the hip,
knee, or ankle–foot–toes
• Reported range of motion or end-feel
• Used methods feasible in daily practice (considering
instruments, costs, amount of training required)
Outcomes
• Estimates of inter-rater reliability

Was a representative sample of participants used?
Was a representative sample of raters used?
Is replication of the assessment procedure
possible?
4. Was clinical information from participants available
to raters and comparable to daily practice?
5. Were participants’ characteristics under study
stable during research?
6. Were raters’ characteristics under study stable
during research?
7. Were raters blinded to each other’s results?
8. Can non-random loss to follow-up be ruled out?
9. Was an estimate of intra-rater reliability validly
determined and was it above 0.80?
10. Were appropriate measures (Kappa, ICC) used for
calculating reliability?

Data analysis

Assessment of characteristics of the studies
Description: We extracted data on participants (number,
age, clinical characteristics), raters (number, profession,
training), measurements (joints and movement direction,
participant position, movement performed, method of
measurement, outcomes reported), and inter-rater reliability
(point estimates, estimates of precision). Two reviewers
(EvT, RJvdP) extracted data independently and were not
blind to journal, authors, or results. When disagreement
between the two reviewers could not be resolved by
discussion, a third reviewer (CL) made the final decision.
Quality: No validated instrument was available for
assessing methodological quality of inter-rater reliability
studies. Therefore, a list of criteria for quality was compiled
derived from the QUADAS tool, the STARD statement, and
criteria used for assessing studies on reliability of measuring
passive spinal movement (Bossuyt et al 2003a, Bossuyt et al
2003b, Van Trijffel et al 2005, Whiting et al 2003). Criteria
1 to 4 assess external validity, Criteria 5 to 9 assess internal
validity, and Criterion 10 assesses statistical methods (Box
2). Criteria were rated as ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘unclear’ where
insufficient information was provided. External validity
was considered sufficient if Criteria 1 to 4 were rated ‘yes’.
With respect to internal validity, Criteria 5, 6, and 7 were
224

1.
2.
3.

Data were analysed by examining ICC and Kappa (95%
CI). If at least 75% of a study’s ICC or Kappa values
were above 0.75, the study was considered to have shown
acceptable reliability (Burdock et al 1963, cited by Kramer
and Feinstein 1981). Corresponding Kappa levels were used
as assigned by Landis and Koch (1977) where < 0.00 = poor,
0.00–0.20 = slight, 0.21–0.40 = fair, 0.41–0.60 = moderate,
0.61–0.80 = substantial, and 0.81–1.00 = almost perfect
reliability. In addition, reliability was analysed relating
it to characteristics of the studies (participants’ clinical
characteristics, raters’ profession and training, movement
performed, method of measurement) and methodological
quality. Reliability from studies not fulfilling Criteria 5
or 6 could have been underestimated, while reliability
from studies not fulfilling Criterion 7 could have been
overestimated. Negative scores on combinations of Criteria
5–7 could have led to bias in an unknown direction. Where
one or more of these three criteria were rated ‘unknown’
because insufficient information was provided, no statement
was made regarding the presence or direction of potential
bias. Finally, clinical and methodological characteristics of
included studies were examined for homogeneity in order to
judge the possibility of statistically summarising results by
calculating pooled estimates of reliability.

Results
Flow of studies through the review
Searching MEDLINE yielded 199 citations, of which 29
papers were retrieved in full text. After removing double
citations, EMBASE (196 citations) provided another three
potentially relevant studies. CINAHL (98 citations) then
yielded no additional relevant articles. Hand searching
of reference lists identified another 14 potentially eligible
studies. Of these 46, 31 studies were excluded (see Appendix
3 on the eAddenda for excluded studies). Hand searching
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of journals yielded one eligible study while one expert
provided another. In total, 17 studies fulfilled all inclusion
criteria (Figure 1).
Description of studies
The included studies are summarised in Table 1. Seven
studies investigated inter-rater reliability of measurement
of passive hip movements (Aalto et al 2005, Chevillotte
et al 2009, Cibere et al 2008, Croft et al 1996, Currier
et al 2007, Sutlive et al 2008, Van Gheluwe et al 2002),

seven investigated knee movements (Cibere et al 2004,
Cleffken et al 2007, Currier et al 2007, Fritz et al 1998,
Hayes & Petersen 2001, Rothstein et al 1983, Watkins et
al 1991), five investigated ankle movements (Diamond
et al 1989, Elveru et al 1988, Erichsen et al 2006, SmithOricchio & Harris 1990, Van Gheluwe et al 2002), and one
investigated first ray movements (Van Gheluwe et al 2002).
In 11 studies physiotherapists acted as raters. There were
no disagreements between reviewers on selection of studies.

Titles and abstracts screened (n = 493)
• MEDLINE (n = 199)
• EMBASE (n = 196)
• CINAHL (n = 98)

Papers excluded after screening of titles/abstracts and
removal of double citations (n = 461)

Potentially relevant papers retrieved for
evaluation of full text (n = 32)
• MEDLINE (n = 29)
• EMBASE (n = 3)

Potentially relevant papers retrieved
from hand searching of reference
lists for evaluation of full text (n = 14)

Hand searching of journals

Contacting experts

Papers excluded after evaluation of full text (n = 31)
• no inter-rater reliability study (n = 9)
• no passive range of motion measurements (n = 8)
• no reliability study (n = 5)
• using instruments not feasible in practice (n = 4)
• no estimates of inter-rater reliability reported (n = 3)
• unknown whether active or passive movements were used (n = 1)
• duplicate publication (n = 1)

Papers included in review (n = 17)
• MEDLINE (n = 11)
• EMBASE (n = 1)
• Hand searching of reference lists (n = 3)
• Hand searching of journals (n = 1)
• Experts (n = 1)
Figure 1. Flow of studies through the review.
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n = 20
Age = mean 23.3 yr (range
18–45)
Condition = normal
n = 33
Age = mean 62.8 yr (SD
16.1)
Condition = preoperative
hip OA

Aalto et al
(2005)

n = 42
Age = mean 22.1 yr (range
19–27)
Condition = normal
n=6
Age = ?
Condition = hip OA

Cleffken et al
(2007)

Croft et al
(1996)

Cibere et al
(2008)

n=6
Age = median 62 yr (range
44–74)
Condition = knee OA
n=6
Age = median 63 yr (range
49–65)
Condition = hip OA

Cibere et al
(2004)

Chevillotte
et al
(2009)

Participants

Study

Table 1. Summary of included studies (n = 17).

n=6
Profession = 5 general
practitioner, 1 hospital
physician
Training = Y

n=2
Profession = ?
Training = Y

n=6
Profession =
rheumatologist
Training = Y
n=6
Profession = 4
rheumatologists, 2
orthopaedic surgeons
Training = Y

n=5
Profession = 2 hip
surgeons, 2 orthopaedic
surgery residents, 1
physician assistant
Training = N

n=2
Profession = PT
Training = ?

Raters

Hip
• F
• IR
• ER

Hip
• F
• Abd
• Add
• IR
• ER
• IR
• ER
• E
Knee
• F

Hip
• F
• Abd
• Add
• IR
• ER
• E
Knee
• E

Joints and
movement directions
Hip
• IR

Supine
Seated

Supine

Lateral decubitus

Seated

Supine Hip 90° F

Supine

Unknown

Lateral decubitus

Supine Hip 90° F

Supine

Seated

Position

Physiological

Plurimeter

Inclinometer

Goniometer

Physiological

Physiological

Goniometer

Vision

Goniometer

Method

Physiological

Physiological

Movement
performed
Physiological

ROM

ROM

ROM

ROM

ROM

Outcome
reported
ROM

ICC

Pearson’s
r

R

PABAK

ICC

Reliability
statistic
ICC
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n=2
Profession = PT
Training = Y

n = 43
Age = mean 35.9 yr (SD
15.6)
Condition = general
orthopaedic disorders

n = 27
Age = range 20–45 yr
Condition = ankle pathology,
normal

n = 35
Age = ?
Condition = knee
dysfunction
n = 17
Age = mean 31.8 yr (SD 9.5)
Condition = knee pain
n = 12
Age = ?
Condition = knee pathology

Elveru et al
(1988)

Erichsen
et al
(2006)

Fritz et al
(1998)

Rothstein
et al
(1983)

Hayes &
Petersen
(2001)

n =14
Profession = PT
Training = Y

n = 31
Age = mean 59 yr (SD 12)
Condition = diabetes
mellitus

Diamond
et al
(1989)

n=2
Profession = PT
Training = Y
n = 12
Profession = PT
Training = ?

n=9
Profession = PT
Training = N

n=2
Profession = PT
Training = Y

n=2
Profession = PT doctoral
student
Training = Y

n = 25
Age = ?
Condition = knee OA

Currier et al
(2007)

Raters

Participants

Study

Knee
• F
• E
Knee
• F
• E

Ankle
• DF
• PLF
• INV
• EV
Ankle
• PLF
• INV–EV
• Med–lat talus
glide
Knee
• F

Joints and
movement directions
Hip
• F
• E
• Abd
• Add
• Distraction
• Patrick’s test
• IR
• ER
Knee
• F
• E
Ankle
• DF
• INV
• EV

Unknown

Supine

Supine

Supine

Prone Knee 0° F

Prone Knee 0° F

Supine

Prone Knee 90° F

Supine

Position

Physiological

Physiological

Physiological

Physiological
Accessory

Physiological

Physiological

Movement
performed
Physiological

Goniometer

Manual

Vision

Vision

Goniometer

Goniometer

Goniometer
Inclinometer

Method

ROM

End-feel

ROM

ROM

ROM

ROM

Outcome
reported
ROM
End-feel

ICC

Kappa

ICC (2,1)

Kappa

ICC (1,1)

ICC (2,1)

Reliability
statistic
ICC (2,1)
Kappa
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n = 14
Profession = PT
Training = N

Hip
• IR
• ER
Ankle
• DF
• INV
• EV
First ray
• DF
• PLF
Knee
• F
• E

Joints and
movement directions
Ankle
• INV
• EV
Hip
• IR
• ER
• F
• Scour test
• Patrick’s test

Unknown

Unknown

Supine

Prone Knee 90° F

Prone Knee 0° F

Position

Physiological

Physiological

Physiological

Movement
performed
Physiological

Vision
Goniometer

Goniometer

Inclinometer

Goniometer

Method

ROM

ROM

ROM
End-feel

Outcome
reported
ROM

ICC (1,1)

Two-way
ICC

ICC (2,1)
Kappa

Reliability
statistic
ICC (3,1)

Abd = abduction, Add = adduction, DF = dorsiflexion, EV = eversion, ER = external rotation, E = extension, F = flexion, IR = internal rotation, INV = inversion, OA = osteoarthritis, PLF = plantar flexion,
PABAK = prevalence–adjusted bias–adjusted Kappa, PT = physiotherapist, ROM = range of motion, THA = total hip arthroplasty

Watkins et al
(1991)

n = 43
Age = mean 39.5 yr (SD 15)
Condition = knee pathology

n = 30
Age = mean 24.8 yr
Condition = normal

Van Gheluwe
et al
(2002)

n=5
Profession = podiatric
physician
Training = N

n=3
Profession = PT
Training = N
n=?
Profession = PT doctoral
student
Training = Y

n = 20
Age = range 18–53 yr
Condition = ankle pathology
n = 30
Age = ?
Condition = hip pain

Smith–
Oricchio &
Harris (1990)

Sutlive et al
(2008)

Raters

Participants

Study

Table 1. Summary of included studies (n = 17) – continued
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Table 2. Methodological quality scores of included studies (n = 17).
Study

External validity

Internal validity

Statistical
methods

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Aalto et al (2005)

N

U

Y

N

N

U

U

Y

Y

U

Chevillotte et al (2009)

Y

U

N

U

N

N

U

Y

N

U

Cibere et al (2004)

Y

U

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Cibere et al (2008)

Y

Y

Y

U

U

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Cleffken et al (2007)

N

U

Y

U

Y

U

U

Y

N

N

Croft et al (1996)

U

U

Y

U

U

Y

U

Y

U

U

Currier et al (2007)

N

N

N

N

U

U

Y

Y

U

Y

Diamond et al (1989)

Y

U

Y

U

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Elveru et al (1988)

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

N

Y

Erichsen et al (2006)

Y

N

Y

U

U

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Fritz et al (1998)

Y

U

Y

U

Y

N

Y

Y

U

Y

Hayes & Petersen (2001)

N

Y

Y

Y

U

U

Y

Y

N

U

Rothstein et al (1983)

U

Y

U

N

U

U

Y

Y

N

U

Smith-Oricchio & Harris (1990)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Y

U

Y

Sutlive et al (2008)

N

N

Y

U

U

U

Y

Y

U

Y

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

N

Y

Y

U

U

U

U

Y

N

Y

Watkins et al (1991)

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N = No, U = unclear because insufficient information provided, Y = Yes

Quality of studies
The methodological quality of included studies is presented
in Table 2. One study (Smith-Oricchio & Harris 1990)
fulfilled all four criteria for external validity and four
studies (Cibere et al 2008, Elveru et al 1988, Hayes and
Petersen 2001, Watkins et al 1991) satisfied three criteria.
Two studies (Cibere et al 2004, Watkins et al 1991) fulfilled
all three criteria for internal validity representing a low
risk of bias, while five studies (Cibere et al 2008, Diamond
et al 1989, Elveru et al 1988, Fritz et al 1998, SmithOricchio and Harris 1990) satisfied two criteria. Items on
external and internal validity could not be scored on 48/153
(31%) occasions because of insufficient reporting. On
methodological quality scores, 12/170 (7%) disagreements
occurred between reviewers which were all resolved by
discussion.
Inter-rater reliability by joint
The inter-rater reliability for measurement of physiological
range of motion is presented in Table 3 and for physiological
end-feel in Table 4. Because of clinical and methodological
heterogeneity between studies, we did not attempt to
calculate pooled estimates of reliability.

Hip (n = 7): None of the studies fulfilled all criteria for
external or internal validity. In two studies (Aalto et al
2005, Cibere et al 2008), acceptable reliability was reached.
Inter-rater reliability (ICC) of measurements of passive
physiological range of motion ranged from 0.12 (95% CI
0.00 to 0.35), for surgeons and a physician assistant using
vision to measure extension in preoperative patients with
hip osteoarthritis (Chevillotte et al 2009), to 0.91, for
physiotherapists using a goniometer to measure internal
rotation in non-symptomatic participants (Aalto et al 2005).
Chevillotte and colleagues (2009) found unacceptable
reliability for measurements of all physiological hip
movements. However, their estimates could have been
underestimated due to instability of characteristics of
participants as well as of raters. Cibere et al (2008) found
acceptable reliability for measuring range of flexion,
abduction, and internal rotation using a goniometer by
trained rheumatologists and orthopaedic surgeons in patients
with hip osteoarthritis. No specific movement direction or
method of measurement was consistently associated with
high or low reliability. Inter-rater reliability (Kappa) of
measurements of physiological end-feel ranged from poor
(–0.13, 95% CI –0.48 to 0.22) for extension (Currier et al
2007) to moderate (0.52, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.96) for the Scour
test (Sutlive et al 2008). Both studies investigating reliability
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Table 3. Inter-rater reliability (95% CI) of passive physiological range of motion by method of measurement, joint, and
movement direction.
Method of measurement

Study

Inter-rater reliability

Flexion

Cibere et al (2008)

R = 0.91, 0.91

Extension

Cibere et al (2008)

R = 0.66

Internal rotation

Aalto et al (2005)

ICC = 0.75 to 0.91

Cibere et al (2008)

R = 0.87 to 0.95

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.41 (lower limit 0.26) to 0.51 (lower limit 0.35)

External rotation

Cibere et al (2008)

R = 0.55 to 0.87

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.35 (lower limit 0.20) to 0.37 (lower limit 0.21)

Abduction

Cibere et al (2008)

R = 0.88, 0.91

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.54 (0.19 to 0.76)

Adduction

Cibere et al (2008)

R = 0.56, 0.72

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.37 (–0.03 to 0.67)

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.87 (0.73 to 0.94)

Rothstein et al (1983)

ICC = 0.84 to 0.93

Goniometer
Hip

Knee
Flexion

Watkins et al (1991)

ICC = 0.90

Cibere et al (2004)

PABAK = –0.02, 0.88

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.69 (0.41 to 0.85)

Rothstein et al (1983)

ICC = 0.59 to 0.80

Watkins et al (1991)

ICC = 0.86

Diamond et al (1989)

ICC = 0.74, 0.87

Elveru et al (1988)

ICC = 0.00

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.26 (lower limit 0.12), 0.31 (lower limit 0.17)

Plantar flexion

Elveru et al (1988)

ICC = 0.74

Inversion

Diamond et al (1989)

ICC = 0.86, 0.88

Elveru et al (1988)

ICC = 0.30

Smith-Oricchio & Harris (1990)

ICC = 0.42

Extension

Ankle
Dorsiflexion

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.28 (lower limit 0.14), 0.40 (lower limit 0.22)

Diamond et al (1989)

ICC = 0.78, 0.79

Elveru et al (1988)

ICC = 0.22

Smith-Oricchio & Harris (1990)

ICC = 0.25

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.46 (lower limit 0.30), 0.49 (lower limit 0.32)

Dorsiflexion

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.14 (lower limit 0.04), 0.16 (lower limit 0.06)

Plantar flexion

Van Gheluwe et al (2002)

ICC = 0.19 (lower limit 0.07), 0.21 (lower limit 0.09)

Flexion

Chevillotte et al (2009)

ICC = 0.56 (0.37 to 0.75)

Extension

Chevillotte et al (2009)

ICC = 0.12 (0.00 to 0.35)

Internal rotation

Chevillotte et al (2009)

ICC = 0.50 (0.30 to 0.70)

External rotation

Chevillotte et al (2009)

ICC = 0.37 (0.19 to 0.60)

Abduction

Chevillotte et al (2009)

ICC = 0.49 (0.29 to 0.70)

Adduction

Chevillotte et al (2009)

ICC = 0.39 (0.20 to 0.62)

Eversion

First ray

Vision
Hip

230
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Table 3 – continued
Method of measurement

Study

Inter-rater reliability

Flexion

Fritz et al (1998)

ICC = 0.97

Watkins et al (1991)

ICC = 0.83

Extension

Watkins et al (1991)

ICC = 0.82

Plantar flexion

Erichsen et al (2006)

K = 0.20 (–0.22 to 0.63), 0.47 (0.13 to 0.81)

Inversion–eversion

Erichsen et al (2006)

K = 0.37 (–0.03 to 0.77), 0.37 (–0.03 to 0.77)

Flexion

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.56 (0.21 to 0.78)

Extension

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.20 (–0.22 to 0.55)

Internal rotation

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.76 (0.53 to 0.89)

Sutlive et al (2008)

ICC = 0.88 (0.74 to 0.94)

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.29 (–0.12 to 0.62)

Sutlive et al (2008)

ICC = 0.77 (0.53 to 0.89)

Currier et al (2007)

ICC = 0.57 (0.23 to 0.79)

Cleffken et al (2007)

Pearson’s r = 0.83 to 0.87

Flexion

Croft et al (1996)

ICC = 0.87

Internal rotation

Croft et al (1996)

ICC = 0.48

External rotation

Croft et al (1996)

ICC = 0.43

Knee

Ankle

Inclinometer
Hip

External rotation
Patrick’s test
Knee
Flexion
Plurimeter
Hip

Table 4. Inter-rater reliability (95% CI) for measurement of passive physiological end-feel by joint and movement direction.
End-feel

Study

Inter-rater reliability
Kappa (95% CI)

Currier et al (2007)

0.41 (0.14 to 0.68)

Sutlive et al (2008)

0.21 (–0.22 to 0.64)

Currier et al (2007)

–0.13 (–0.48 to 0.22)

Hip
Flexion
Extension
Internal rotation

Currier et al (2007)

0.20 (–0.07 to 0.47)

Sutlive et al (2008)

0.51 (0.19 to 0.83)

External rotation

Currier et al (2007)

–0.02 (–0.37 to 0.33)

Abduction

Currier et al (2007)

0.15 (–0.14 to 0.44)

Adduction

Currier et al (2007)

0.00 (–0.39 to 0.39)

Patrick’s test

Currier et al (2007)

0.39 (0.12 to 0.66)

Sutlive et al (2008)

0.47 (0.12 to 0.81)

Distraction

Currier et al (2007)

0.13 (–0.24 to 0.50)

Scour test

Sutlive et al (2008)

0.52 (0.08 to 0.96)

Currier et al (2007)

0.31 (–0.53 to 1.00)

Hayes & Petersen (2001)

–0.01 (–0.36 to 0.35)

Currier et al (2007)

0.25 (–0.18 to 0.68)

Hayes & Petersen (2001)

0.43 (–0.06 to 0.92)

Knee
Flexion
Extension
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of end-feel measurements used symptomatic participants
(Currier et al 2007, Sutlive et al 2008).
Knee (n = 7): Two studies (Cibere et al 2004, Watkins et
al 1991) fulfilled all criteria for internal validity. Cibere et
al (2004) demonstrated almost perfect inter-rater reliability
(Kappa 0.88) for rheumatologists using a goniometer to
measure passive physiological range of extension in patients
with knee osteoarthritis. Watkins and colleagues (1991)
reported acceptable reliability for physiotherapists using
either vision of a goniometer to measure physiological range
of flexion and extension in symptomatic participants. In the
study by Fritz and colleagues (1998), acceptable reliability
was also reached. Inter-rater reliability of measurements of
passive physiological range of motion ranged from Kappa
–0.02 for measuring extension before standardisation
training (Cibere et al 2004) to ICC 0.97 for physiotherapists
using vision to measure flexion in symptomatic
participants (Fritz et al 1998). Measuring physiological
range of flexion in supine with the hip in 90 deg flexion
consistently yielded acceptable reliability regardless of the
method of measurement. Inter-rater reliability (Kappa) of
measurements of physiological end-feel ranged from poor
(–0.01, 95% CI –0.36 to 0.35) for flexion to moderate (0.43,
95% CI –0.06 to 0.92) for extension (Hayes & Petersen
2001). Both studies investigating reliability of end-feel
measurements used symptomatic participants (Currier et al
2007, Hayes and Petersen 2001).
Ankle-foot-toes (n = 5): One study (Smith-Oricchio and
Harris 1990) fulfilled all criteria for external validity. In this
study, unacceptable inter-rater reliability was demonstrated
by physiotherapists using a goniometer to measure passive
physiological range of ankle inversion (ICC 0.42) and
eversion (ICC 0.25) in symptomatic participants. In the
study by Diamond and colleagues (1989), acceptable
estimates of reliability were reached for measurements of
physiological range of ankle dorsiflexion, inversion, and
eversion in diabetic patients by well-trained physiotherapists
using a goniometer. These estimates could have been
underestimated due to instability of characteristics of
raters. Inter-rater reliability (ICC) of measurements of
passive physiological range of motion ranged from 0.00 for
measuring ankle dorsiflexion in patients with orthopaedic
disorders by trained physiotherapists using a goniometer
(Elveru et al 1988) to 0.88 for measuring ankle inversion
(Diamond et al 1989). Inter-rater reliability of measurements
of physiological range of motion of the first ray in nonsymptomatic participants by podiatric physicians using a
goniometer was unacceptable (Van Gheluwe et al 2002).
Finally, the only study in this review investigating accessory
range of motion showed fair (Kappa 0.35) to moderate
(Kappa 0.48) inter-rater reliability for measurements
of medio-lateral talar motion by physiotherapists in
symptomatic participants (Erichsen et al 2006).

Measuring physiological range of knee flexion consistently
yielded acceptable reliability using either vision or
instruments. Measurements of end-feel were unreliable
for all hip and knee movements. Two high-quality studies
(Cibere et al 2004, Watkins et al 1991) reported acceptable
reliability for measuring physiological range of knee flexion
and extension. Overall, however, methodological quality of
the included studies was poor.
Inter-rater reliability for measurement of passive
physiological range of motion in lower extremity joints
was, overall, considerably less than that in upper extremity
joints (Van de Pol et al 2010). In upper extremity joints,
measuring large physiological ranges of motion like those in
the shoulder, wrist, or fingers using instruments frequently
yielded satisfactory reliability (Van de Pol et al 2010).
This finding could only partly be confirmed for the lower
extremity. For instance, measurement of physiological knee
flexion using either vision or instruments indeed showed
acceptable reliability, but measurements of relatively smaller
ankle movements were unreliable in four out of five studies.
However, inter-rater reliability for hip measurements varied
widely across movements and methods of measurement.
This heterogeneity in reliability could be explained by the
large variation among studies in operational definitions
of measurement procedures particularly with respect to
participant positioning and instruction, and raters’ execution
of movements and handling of instruments. New research
investigating inter-rater reliability for measurement of
passive physiological hip movements should incorporate
measurement procedures that are in accordance with
international standards such as described by Clarkson
(2005).

Discussion

Based on the evidence of three studies (Currier et al 2007,
Hayes and Petersen 2001, Sutlive et al 2008), we concluded
that measurements of end-feel were unreliable for all hip
and knee movements. This conclusion is similar to findings
for other regions such as the shoulder and the elbow (Van
de Pol et al 2010) and the spinal joints (Haneline et al
2008, Van Trijffel et al 2005). Cyriax (1982) originally
described the concept of end-feel as the different sensations
imparted to the hand of the rater at the extreme of the
possible range of joint motion and he believed these were
of great diagnostic relevance. This concept has then
since long been incorporated in the various international
approaches in manual therapy and subsequent educational
programs (Farrell and Jensen 1992). As a consequence,
manual therapists frequently use end-feel as an important
indicator of spinal and extremity joint dysfunction (Abbott
et al 2009, Van Ravensberg et al 2005, Van Trijffel et al
2009). The frequency of using end-feel measurements by
physiotherapists for diagnosing lower extremity disorders is
unknown but assumed to be high. Studies addressing the
intra- and inter-rater reliability of end-feel measurements
for diagnosing extremity disorders are needed, with clear
and uniform criteria for classifying end-feel.

This systematic review included 17 studies investigating
inter-rater reliability of passive movements in lower
extremity joints. Five studies demonstrated acceptable
reliability. In four of these, physiotherapists acted as raters.
Reliability of measurements of physiological range of
motion ranged from Kappa –0.02 for rheumatologists using
a goniometer to measure knee extension in patients with
knee osteoarthritis, to ICC 0.97 for physiotherapists visually
estimating knee flexion in symptomatic participants.

Only one of the included studies (Smith-Oricchio and Harris
1990) fulfilled all criteria for external validity implying that
its results are generalisable to clinical practice. In particular,
the majority of studies did not describe sufficiently whether
measurements of passive movements were performed with
or without clinical information from participants available to
raters. In accordance with guidelines for the methodological
quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies (Whiting
et al 2003), we rated Criterion 4 in our quality assessment
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list (Box 2) as positive when this information would also be
available in clinical practice. Presumably measurements of
passive movements of lower extremity joints usually take
place after taking a history and performing one or more
physical test procedures such as inspection, palpation,
resistance tests, provocation tests, or measurement of active
movements. Interpretation of measurements of passive
movements will then inevitably be influenced by the
previously gathered data. This dependence of test results on
other information will alter estimates of inter-rater reliability
as opposed to the ones generated by blinded singletest research. In medical test reading, providing clinical
information was shown to increase diagnostic accuracy,
ie, sensitivity (Whiting et al 2004). Research into the interrater reliability of measurements of passive movements of
the extremities should therefore closely resemble clinical
practice. However, no data are available on how and when
physiotherapists use measurements of passive movements
in relation to other diagnostic procedures within their
clinical reasoning and decision-making. Identifying the
role and position of a test within a diagnostic strategy can
help to design studies to evaluate the diagnostic value of
tests (Bossuyt et al 2006). In diagnostic research, a stepwise
evaluation of tests is increasingly proposed considering not
only the test’s technical reliability and accuracy but also its
place in the clinical pathway and, eventually, its impact on
patient outcomes (Van den Bruel et al 2007). Investigating
the role and position of measurements of passive
movements of the extremities within clinical pathways for
diagnosing disorders forms an unexplored field of research
in physiotherapy and could improve the external validity of
future reliability studies.
With respect to internal validity, only two studies (Cibere
et al 2004, Watkins et al 1991) satisfied all three criteria,
suggesting unbiased estimates of inter-rater reliability.
This disappointing finding is similar to those of reviews of
measurements of upper extremity movements (Van de Pol
et al 2010) and spinal movement (Seffinger et al 2004, Van
Trijffel et al 2005). However, in many cases, these validity
criteria could not be scored due to inadequate reporting
of the study protocol. In these cases, it was not possible to
provide any indication of the presence and/or direction of
the risk of bias. The criteria related to the stability of test
circumstances, for both participants and raters, indicate
underestimation of reliability if they are not met. Instability
of the participants’ characteristics under study – in this
case the joint’s mobility – may be caused by changes in
the biomechanical properties of joint connective tissues
as a result of natural variation over time or mobilising
effects of the assessment procedure itself (Rothstein and
Echternach 1993). Similarly, instability of the raters’
capability of making judgments may be the result of, for
example, mental fatigue. A lack of appropriate blinding
of raters, on the other hand, could lead to overestimation
of reliability. If several of these methodological flaws are
present, the direction of risk of bias is difficult to predict.
Researchers should give careful consideration to ensuring
stability of participants’ and raters’ characteristics during
research and to provide detailed information on the study
protocol by following the STARD statement (Bossuyt et al
2003a, Bossuyt et al 2003b). Similar recommendations for
improving the reporting of reliability studies were made in
the field of medical research (Gow et al 2008).
A lack of inter-rater reliability adversely affects the
accuracy of diagnostic decisions and subsequent treatment

selection (Quinn 1989). This is particularly problematic
when effective treatments are available and certain patients
run the risk of not receiving them due to error and variation
in decision-making among therapists. For instance, hip
osteoarthritis is usually defined according to the clinical
criteria of the American College of Rheumatology which
include criteria about restrictions of physiological range
of hip flexion and internal rotation (Altman et al 1991).
Hoeksma and colleagues (2004) found a beneficial effect
of specific manual manipulations and mobilisations of
the hip joint on pain, range of motion, and activities in
patients with hip osteoarthritis. However, our review did
not show acceptable inter-rater reliability for measuring
physiological range of hip flexion and internal rotation.
In clinical practice, error and variation in diagnostic
classification of hip osteoarthritis may therefore be leaving
many patients undertreated. Furthermore, Cyriax’s (1982)
capsular pattern of gross restriction of physiological passive
range of hip flexion, abduction, internal rotation and slight
restriction of extension for diagnosing hip osteoarthritis was
not corroborated, making diagnosis based on measurement
of passive movements invalid (Bijl et al 1998, Klässbo et al
2003). Finally, another example in which treatment selection
relies on measurement of passive movements is related to
the finding that in patients with acute ankle sprain, manual
mobilisation or manipulation has an initial beneficial effect
on range of ankle dorsiflexion (Van der Wees et al 2006).
Only a reliable measurement of restricted ankle dorsiflexion
allows a valid decision whether or not to manually intervene.
However, measuring passive physiological range of ankle
dorsiflexion using a goniometer did not show acceptable
reliability. Physiotherapists should incorporate a wider
range of findings from their clinical assessment into their
decisions about patients with lower extremity disorders
and not rely too strongly on results from measurements of
passive movements in joints.
Limitations of this review
This review has limitations with respect to its study
identification, quality assessment, and data analysis. In
our experience, reliability studies were poorly indexed
in databases. Although much effort was put in reference
tracing and hand searching, eligible studies may have
been missed. Furthermore, unpublished studies were
not included. Publication bias can threaten the internal
validity of systematic reviews of reliability studies because
unpublished studies are more likely to report low reliability.
Quality assessment was performed by using a criteria list
mainly derived from the assessment of diagnostic accuracy
studies. It is not known whether these items also apply in the
context of reliability. Empirical evidence of bias, especially
concerning blinding of raters and stability of characteristics
of participants and raters, is lacking. Another method
for scoring methodological quality may have resulted in
different conclusions. We encourage further validation
of the Quality Appraisal of Reliability Studies checklist
(Lucas et al 2010). Also, study methods were frequently
underreported in the included studies. We did not attempt
to retrieve more information on study methods from the
original authors. Complete information on these methods
may have altered our conclusions with respect to study
quality.
Finally, our analysis was based on point estimates of
reliability. Including interpretation of the precision of
these estimates would have provided a more detailed
perspective. However, only a limited number of included
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studies presented 95% CI. In these cases, lower limits never
indicated acceptable reliability and most CI were quite wide
suggesting low sample sizes. None of the included studies
reported an a priori sample size calculation.
Recommendations
We conclude that inter-rater reliability of measurement
of passive physiological movements in lower extremity
joints is generally low. Future research should focus on
determining the role and position of measurements of
passive movements in extremity joints within clinical
reasoning and decision-making. In addition, the inter-rater
reliability of measurements of passive physiological hip and
ankle range of motion in particular and of measurements
of end-feel should be further investigated. Careful
consideration should be given to uniform standardisation
of measurement procedures and to ensuring stability of
participants’ and raters’ characteristics during research.
Sample size calculations should be performed. Finally,
following the STARD statement will also improve the
quality of reporting of reliability studies (Bossuyt et al
2003a, Bossuyt et al 2003b). Awaiting new evidence,
clinicians should be cautious about relying on results from
measurements of passive movements in joints for making
decisions about patients with lower extremity disorders. n

eAddenda: Appendix 1, 2, and 3 available at www.JoP.
physiotherapy.asn.au
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